The purpose of this study is to achieve the mastery of one the miraculous methods of the Quran, which is the method of justification. In addition, to indicate the purpose of the frequent of its usage in the Holy Quran, specifically in some special places and important matters. Moreover, to deduce its impact on the Muslim. Therefore, it is observed that the approach that Allah has been used to establish Islamic doctrines, rulings, and obligations is the method of justification. Which the right way of thinking, building, development of the earth, are gained from. Despite the focus of Quranic discourse on it, and various studies were carried out about it in the olden day and nowadays, linguistically and fundamentally, there is still a clear absence of scientific studies that singled out it and its impact and its contribution to the enrichment of Islamic thinking. And with the big physical delinquency in our time, the problem of weakness of thinking, justification and meditation arises, and this has its terrible effects on the individual and the Ummah entirely, as it has effects on its advancement and backwardness, and there is no salvation except in the Muslim who crystallizes his intellectual convictions that will push him to the Qur'anic approach to thinking, and help to study this style, its tools, and its theme in deep, to benefit from it and not merely to imitate the previous proposition. This study adopts the inductive method to trace the relevant verses of the Qur'an that related to the topic, in order to unveil the places which the method justification used, and its importance with reference to the interpretations of the scholars in it. The study also adopts the analytical method, and deduces the correct application and the proper approach in dealing with it. This research is derived from my dissertation titled (The Method of Reasoning in The Quran and its Impact on the Scholar and The Learner).
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